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EAGLES-VOLS CLASH AT FENWAY PARK
JUNIORS SELECT
WALSH, CONROY
JUNIOR PRESIDENT

Also Name Lyons
Chairman For

BE ON TIME!
B. C. vs. TENNESSEE

Tomorrow
At 1:30 P. M.

Georgian Room

Promenade

The Rev. John J. Long, S.J.,
Dean of the College, has announced
the results of the election of officers, held during the past week.
Chosen to represent the Class of
'43 were the following men: President, Edward B. Walsh; VicePresident, Francis J. Convoy; SecO'Donohoe;
James
A.
retary,
Treasurer, Joseph L. Murphy; A.A.
Representative, Thomas R. Kennedy; Chairman Junior Prom, Edward D. Lyons. All of the successful candidates were elected with
substantial pluralities, with the
closest contest developing for the
office of President, in which Edward Walsh defeated his rival by
(Continued on Page 8)

Is Scene Of
Final A. A. Dance

EDWARD B. WALSH

Following the re-enacting of the
Sugar Bowl Classic at Fenway
Park tomorrow afternoon, the
third in the current series of
dances conducted each year by the
Athletic Association, will be held
in the Georgian Room of the Hotel
Statler, the scene of many a B. C.
sponsored dance. Under the capable leadership of A. A. Pres.
Paul Maguire, the past two affairs
were overwhelming successes, both
financially and socially. Reiterating what has been said of the
dances in the past, this dance
scheduled for
Saturday night
(Continued on Page 8)

CONTEST WITH TENNESSEE
RENEWS BOWL RIVALRY
By Frank .Fairy
Probably the outstanding intersectional clash of the season will
be staged tomorrow at Fenway Park when Denny Myers' rejuvenated
Eagles entertain the powerful Tennessee Volunteers. Determined to
avenge the memorable Sugar Bowl setback handed them by Charlie
O'Rourke and Co. on last New Year's Day, the twice-toppled Knoxville boys have been pointing for this invasion to the Hub since Spring
drills to reverse the historic New
Orleans' decision.
Doherty to Start
Denny Myers will start the same
KAMPUS KALENDAR
eleven that opened against TemSat.. Nov. 15?8.C. vs. Tennesple and Wake Forest. Charlie Fursee, 1:30 p.m.
bush and Ed Zabilski will be at
Room,
A.A. Dance, Georgian
the wings, reliable Al Morro and
Statler 8 p.m.
Gil
Bouley, hailed by Peahead
Mon.. Nov. 17?Fulton Meeting
Walker,
the Wake Forest mentor,
3:15 p.m.
as the best tackle he has seen this
Tues., Nov. 18?Radio Club?
Fall, will fill the tackle slots. The
3:15 p.m. Sc. Bldg.
spots will capably be hanguard
Thurs., Nov. 20-Gobble! Gobble!
dled
Rocco Canale and Pat
by
Fri., Nov. 21?Turkey, mince
Darone;
while courageous Fred
pie, ugh!!

Sat., Nov. 22?8.C. vs. B.U.?

B. C.-H. C. Victory Party After Game KELLEHER, GARGAN
SELECTED FOR
James F. Stanton, President of the Senior Class of Boston College,
announced that the Sub Turn Dance, annual event sponsored by the OTHER OFFICES
B.C. yearbook will be held Saturday evening, Nov. 29, following the
Eagles-Crusaders clash, at the Hotel Statler. Music will be supplied by

Bert Edwards and his orchestra. Chairman of this social highlight is
Paul M. Maguire, of Dorchester, Mass., who, with an appointed committee, is making arrangements to
insure the success of this affair.
Maguire Chairman
Paul Maguire heads the dance
committee which includes: Gerald
To The Editor of the Boston
Armitage, Francis Dever, Francis
College HEIGHTS.
Doherty, Thomas Flanagan, FranDear Sir:
cis Gannon, Robert Harris, Thomas
Having taken the Dramatic
Lane, Eugene McGillicuddy, Alfred Society
over the hurdles to the
Morro, William Riley, and Henry
tune
of
20 -0, we, the gallopWoronicz. Tickets may be proing gridiron gallants of Junior
cured from any member of the
B extend an invitation to all incommittee.
terested in being our next victim
Officially, this will be the second
to meet us in the near future.
Senior Dance of the fall season. In
All interested are kindly intheir first social venture, the
structed to forward their names
Under the Towers Hallowe'en to John Battles
of Junior B in
Dance, every student and his esthe near future.
cort remarked on splendid time had
Sincerely,
by all. Bert Edwards is no newA member of Junior B.
comer at B.C. dances since his
band was engaged at the initial
A.A. dance this season.
Gala Time Assured
Attendance at this dance will
help greatly to enlighten the burden of expense occasioned in the
publishing of the Sub Turri. Every
Last week, our Pierre Leblanc,
student, who is present at this af- sometimes known as Pierre, gave
fair will enjoy himself immensely you several helpful hints. This
but will experience a double pleas- week, our Cyril G. K. Marshbank,
ure after B.C.'s football squad has renowned raconteur (French for
marked its third consecutive victo- racketeer) (Spanish for tennis
ry over the Purple Crusaders in player) has been prevailed upon to
A.A. archives. Thus, this event offer a succinct suggestion which
will serve two purposes: the cele- immediately follows in broken
bration of a climax football victory English (which is American for
and an annually successful Sub slang.)
Turri informal.
Premiums Offered
Martin Hansberry, Editor-inWhile listening to my favorite
Chief of the Sub Turri, has begun program, "The Lone Ranger", it
work at hand in order to edit the came to my attention that this and
yearbook. Admission is $2.50 per other radio shows offered premicouple.
ums in order to purvey their mer-

Varsity Beware

-

John Murphy, the newly elected
President, is enrolled in the B.S.
History Course, he was elected by
a plurality of fifty-two votes, ap-

proximately fourteen per cent of
the total number of three hundred

Marshbank

1

-

The returns of the Sophomore
elections held on November 7,
have been announced by the Reverend John J. Long, Dean of the
College. John J. Murphy of Belmont has been elected President.
James A. Kelleher of Lawrence
will assume the duties of VicePresident. Michael J. Gargan of
Brighton is the- Treasurer and
Paul Murphy of Belmont with
Harry McGrath of Winchester will
hold offices as Secretary and A. A.
Representative respectively.

and fifty-six votes polled in the ten
Sophomore precincts.
James A. Kelleher of Lawrence,
who is the sophomore Vice-President is a student in the Business
School, a member of the Sodality
and a promising track man.
Michael J. Gargan of Brighton,
the Secretary, polled the largest
vote on the Sophomore ballot and
swept into office with a plurality
of seventy-eight of the total of
three hundred fifty-eight votes
from the ten precincts which include the outlying districts of the
Science Building and the Liggett
Estate.
Paul D. Murphy, of Belmont, a
member of the Dramatic Society
and the German Academy has
been elected to the office of Secretary and will assume his duties
immediately along with his fellow
officers.
A. A. Representative
Harry McGrath comes from Winchester and is enrolled in the Business School. He was Class President in his Freshman Year and is
active as a member of the Boston
College Golf Team.

Muses

chandise. This brought home a
point. To sell in volume, one must
arouse the curiosity or the thrift
of the buyer, must not one. Therefore, it seemed to me that this
would be a needle in the arm of the
circulation of the HEIGHTS. The
student paper must offer some
sort of a premium to get the students interested. It does not matter if they read the HEIGHTS, as
long as they take one home for the
folks to read. Of course, circulation has been rather puny, except
for last week when the seniors
commandeered the issue. I could
not ascertain the why, but the

on Page 4)

1:30 p.m.

SENIORS SPONSOR MURPHY CHOSEN
ANNUAL DANCE
SOPH PRESIDENT
Maguire Heads Committee Planning

(Continued

...

Cross and Crown is composed of
seniors, and if, and when one's
name was among the fortunate,
one might desire one's parents to
read about one's achievements.
But, this week there is no Cross
and Crown to announce, so the
HEIGHTS announces the following.
Heights Contest
Next week, and each succeeding
week until further notice, the
HEIGHTS will offer this premium.
If any student can discover anything in the HEIGHTS that is not
strictly news of the hour, all he
(Continued on Page 7)

Aid To Russia
Debated In
Fulton
On Thursday evening, November

6th, Joseph McSweeney and Jos-

eph Timpany gained an unanimous
decision over Robert Galligan and
Robert Halligan in an annual debate held this year on the subject
of Aid to Russia. The Affirmative
stressed the opinion that Aid to
Russia was not incompatible with
the Catholic or American position
in foreign affairs while the Negative maintained that the policy of
aid to Russia was unAmerican, bad
strategy, and impractical. The debate was arranged through the
kindness of John DiNapoli and refreshments were served to the debaters after the forensic encounter
was terminated. This meeting in
W'oburn is an annual occurrence
with the debating societies of the
college and the reception of the
debaters this year was as kind and
enthusiastic as ever. A novel feature of the debate, which was
sponsored by the Notre Dame
Alumnae of the St. Charles Parish,
was the request for the debaters'
autographs at the conclusion of
the interesting open forum.
Inter-collegiate Question
Last Monday, November 10th
Paul Healy and Alfred Donovan of
the Affirmative lost by the close
margin of one vote to Thomas
Beatty and Edwin Keyes who upheld the Negative case of the Labor question in the weekly intrasociety debate. The Negative maintained that regulation of Labor
Unions should take place but insisted that the regulation should
not be federal as it would only tend
to increase the already extended
power of the government.
Embryonic Schedule
The University of Scranton in
Pennsylvania and LaSalle College
of the same state have already
notified the Fulton of thendesire to meet us in the near
future. Other colleges have also
signified their intentions of debating the Fulton and the prospects
for a busy and successful season
are becoming more evident as each
day passes.
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Editorial
It was our pleasure last Tuesday to witness a small-town
Armistice Day parade. Naturally, due to the spirit of the
times, there was a marked degree of enthusiasm manifested
by both the marchers and the spectators. We took a special
pride in watching this parade because we knew it to be an
annual affair, an affair not engendered by any hysterical
nationalism of the moment, but by a steady and fervent belief
in the soundness of our national institutions.
We saw an altogether too unique example of what true
American loyalty signifies. Strange to say, we are not going
to start flag-waving. The footing facilities of a soap-box have
never appealed to us as being particularly adequate. We
appreciate the fact that the American reading public has
been too often subjected to irresponsible displays of illconsidered and extreme nationalism.

What we have said we intend as background matter for
a serious topic. We need a feeling of national pride now. We
should have had it throughout the past few years. If we lack
it at present, we have only our own lack of foresight to
blame.
Specifically we may blame a dilettantish willingness in
the American reading public to allow themselves to be dissuaded from their own well-founded beliefs. It is the elusive
phantasm of Iconoclasm that has been magnified beyond its
rightful importance. Any thinking American will have to
admit that the persons and some of the ideas associated with
our national life have not always been above reproach. There
have been traitors, scandals, and deceits in many phases of
our history as a country. It is in the province of the student
to admit these facts.

The sad aspect of the affair appears when we see these
faults given a position above that of the obvious fine points
that the United States may be proud of. This trend, superimposed on American thought by an alien or, at least indifferent minority, has vitiated many of the more robust and
vital features of our civilization.
We realize that America has not been Divinely favored
as the holiest country on Earth. We will not however, allow
ourselves to be deceived into believing that we should not
be proud of our achievements. If we were perfect we would
not be human.
If we had kept these ideas in mind we would not now be
faced with the gigantic task of rebuilding civilian morale.
The small parade mentioned above was an insignificant thing.
It simply reflected saner days when people regarded it as
quite natural to express their natural patriotic feelings.

Tabloid

BUCKLEY

BOARD OF

Edmund A. Weiss '42
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We have always regarded the
study of popular opinion and reactions as a truly fascinating pursuit. The intricate digests of the
Gallup Poll have continually won
our admiration as being almost as
difficult to fathom as the daily
stock market page. Such statistics
have an unique appeal for us, but
these is another type of public expression that defies all figure.
Have you ever turned in on a
popular radio quiz program? Did
you ever go to Bank Night at your
local theatre?
Have you ever
watched a drunken extrovert at a
football game? If you have not
been able to avoid any of these stirring expressions then you will understand what this article is discussing.
Specifically, why in the name of
anything fitting and proper do
audiences applaud the people they
do at affairs such as those mentioned above? The smashing climax on this subject came during a
radio program we heard last week
in which one of the participants
received ear splitting applause
simply because he announced that
he was a plumber by trade. The
enthusiasm that this declaration
brought was so overwhelming that
even the announcer had to recognize it.
On other occasions we
have heard groups of people justly
applaud men who appeared on the
radio in army or navy uniforms, or
who represented some other truly
outstanding or spectacular branch
of American life. It is only natural that these men should be well
received, but why do audiences have
to go so completely wild over anyone regardless of what they represent?
Understand us, we are not deprecating the noble calling of the
plumber. The particular instance
that we cited was only indicative
of a widespread trend. In the same
vein, we are not indulging in a lordly sneer at the common crowd that
would so disport itself. We are
merely observing the fact that, due
to mob psychology, or some other
equally vague term, public demonstrations will arise for almost any
conceivable reason.
It should not be necessary to inflict any exhaustive list of examples on our readers to prove our
point. Crowds at a football game
will cheer a man who has his hat
blown off by the wind. Audiences
at an amateur night will go wild
over a contestant for the sole reason that he is wearing a green bowtie. Radio studio attendants will
howl with glee if a performer be
introduced as a man who once
played third string fullback for his
local Elks football team.
This is all very amusing, and
quite confusing if one attempts to
explain it. We do not know why
people re-act as they do, but we do
know that they will respond to
practically any given emotional
stimulus. If this is so, are we taking all possible advantage of the
facts?
We can explain many of the tremendously popular social movements in our country by this mob
psychosis.
Seemingly any idea
backed by at least two men with
sufficient strength to shake a flag
at least at shoulder height may find
A resume of
popular response.
some of the wilder political and religious movements that have flourished in our time will reassure us
here.
The fruit of our pondering has
been this. Our own Catholic interests and, on a lesser scale, our
student activities might show a
few more healthy characteristics if
this popular tendency were observed. We are not suggesting
three acts of vaudeville with every
(Continued on Page 8)
-

By ED WEISS

Senior President Jim Stanton announces that this year's Holy
Cross Victory Dance is not going to run behind last season's affair
which was a staggering success. Chairman Paul Maguire will transfer some of his energy to this social, after a very fine succession of
A. A. Dances that had record attendance. The price of this dance
is the traditional $2.50 per couple and it is NOT formal. The band
leader is the popular Bert Edwards, veteran of many Kenmore aftergame socials.

We have received an appeal from the Postoffice authorities as

have other college newspapers, relative to the early mailing of packages and the like to soldiers and sailors at distant points. This appeal is timely because the amount of Christmas mail this season is
Not only the fact that
expected to exceed by far previous years.
thousands are in the armed services but also the defense program
makes early mailing imperative. No one would want to disappoint
a soldier or sailor far from home. This is not merely a routine notice
with little or no point but a sincere appeal to all. If you were ever
away from home alone and received a letter from someone who remembered to write, you will know what we mean.
Any Senior found wandering around the campus with either a
dazed or a worried look on his face can be classified as follows. The
first group has had their Ethics and Psych quarterly and the second
group has not had these respective exams. We know some fellows
who waited until the day before to buy a Psych book or rather we
knew them. But seniors have one consolation, no professor can say
lo them, "You'll get that in Senior", as they do to the lower classmen.
Private Vincent Smyth of Camp Wheeler is the first ex-B. C. man
to answer our appeal for letters from former B. C. students now in
the Army or Navy. We feel that such communications will be of interest to our readers, and publication of these letters will certainly be
welcomed by the boys in camp or "somewhere at sea." Therefore all are
invited to contribute, just address the HEIGHTS at Boston Colle.ee.
Newton, Mass. We also received a letter from Ensign John F. Kelley,
formerly of B.C. Chem who confirms our previous statement that letters
from home are anxiously awaited and cherished by the boys at sea.
John enjoys the accounts of the footbsll games in the HEIGHTS. He
also would like letters from any B.C. student, address U. S. S. NewMexico, c-o Postmaster, New York City.
Boston College will play its part in the Civilian Defense Program
tomorrow at the game as this is Civilian Defense Week. The Directors
of this program have appealed for volunteer workers in the two chief
fields, Air Defense Training and First Aid. The latter course is conducted mostly in conjunction with the Red Cross. The present concern
is to enlist college students in this program but those who face service
in the Army will be hard to interest.
We have heard some unfavorable reports from some who attended
the 8.C.-H.C. Frosh game at Worcester Tuesday. It seems that the
Holy Cross boys resisted attempts on the part of the B.C. rooters to
carry off the goal posts after the same. The resulting fight was no tea
uarty and one Eagle rooter was severly manhandled by about one
hundred Holy Cross stalwarts. We had better watch the Tower Building now that the Cross game is nigh, you never can tell what the boys
from Mount St. James will do.
The final football soiree will take place at the Georgian Room of
the Hotel Statler. If you have not yet attended a football dance sponsored by the A.A. you have definitely missed part of your college education. The change in scenery will be welcome because you have a
chance to dance and see the sights also.
The question of Intra-Mural sports here on the Heights is a favorite one. It has received much publicity in recent years but little
real impetus. We believe that the only way such a program may be
inaugurated is to present to the proper authorities a feasible plan.
outlining every aim and showing how such a program would work.
Naturally the facilities that we now have must be considered. The proponents of the idea must not pre-suppose a gymnasium, deluxe tennis
courts or a swimming pool. We do not need ideas alone but also good
ideas.

Among the suggestions that have come to this office relative to
renewing the HEIGHTS-Stylus rivalry on the field of something or
other, are a football game with no referee, a bowling tournament, a
track meet, a basketball game followed by a dance and many mere.
However, negotiations are still pending. How about a sailboat race?
Thoughts while slaving: If you want to learn Morse Code, join the
Radio Club?Tuesday?seventh period?Science Building
If the
Stylus circulation is low this year you can't blame us?see page 3.
The Crystal is out, did you get one?
. . How many students know
where the Math Library is?
All students are invited to contribute
to the Holy Cross edition of the HElGHTS?deadline Nov. 24th .
Don't forget, game time tomorrow 1:30 P.M.
...

.

.

.

...
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Hold Second Exhibition
Of Catholic Artistry
Functionalism Stressed
As Keynote of Affair
The second annual art exhibit of the Pius XI Cooperative, 45
Franklin Street, Boston, opened last Saturday and has been the most
stimulating topic for bull sessions around the campus since the Tennessee victory. Ideas such as functionalism, distribution and art for art's
sake have already assumed a new importance in planning the activities of this year's sodality.
Robert Emendola, designer of a secondary and even incidental to
statue of Our Lady of Good Coun- the spiritual concept behind the
sel to be placed in a niche in the thing. For example, a simple
library building, helped to organ- sketch of the Blessed Virgin done
ize the affair. The Pius XI Cooper- to express, for instance, the idea of
ative was founded three years ago humility, is true creative art, while
by Mr. Emendola and Daniel the Mona Lisa, done with infinite
Lucey with the aid of two others pains and scrupulous attention to
and the lesser help of several Bos- proportion and camera accuracy, is
ton Catholics. During the past unartistic because it is uncreative.
The idea of human creation is
three years they have created a
cooperative store for religious the keynote to the thought of a
the original idea
articles, stimulated groups study- functionalist,
ing Catholic art and literature and being found in St. Bonaventure
established a place on Franklin St. and more recently in the dynamic
which is the gathering place of autobiography of Eric Gill. Man,
Boston's Catholic secular intellec- says Gill, is an artist when he is a
tual circles.
combination of a man of imaginaton and a craftsman. A man is a
Noted Artists
creator, moreover, not when he atAllan Rohan Crite, A. Graham tempts
to imitate the object of
Carey and Ade Bethune were
God's creaton but when he uses his
among the artists who are familiar own spiritual ideas to guide the
to Boston College men. The ideas creation of something useful from
of art accepted by the Pius XI matter.
group, who generally speaking
Sodality Plans
may be called "Functionalists", are
That is the outline of the philosinteresting because they are exophy of art subscribed to by this
plosively untraditional to the acpredominately Catholic group. The
cepted canons of religious art.
Sodality is hoping to get speakers
Stress Human Creation
to explain functionalism more
First of all the group reject fully. Dr. Henry Lee Bowen, Dr.
photographic art, that is, the John Pick, A. Graham Carey and
naturalistic reproduction of a thing Ade Bethune will possibly speak to
for itself. They insist on the idea the Sodality on it and a functionalbeing the basis of any artistic ist committee is being planned by
work. Thus realistic reproduction Joe Elliott, the new prefect and a
or naturalistic proportion is only functionalist at heart.

Editors
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Eaglets Down
Young Hoyas
In Upset
Tim Cronin
On a perfect fall day into a
packed stadium came an underdog
Maroon and Gold Freshman Team
to battle the Holy Cross Freshman
Team and to try and keep a 5-year
unbeaten record intact. And keep
it intact they did for when the
smoke of battle had cleared the
10 or 12 thousand spectators hung
on their seats limp with excitement.
Boston College won the toss and
elected to kick off, big 250-lb.
Mario Gianelli doing the honors.
The kick was a long one and so
the game began.
Each team
boasting a large front line, and
capable backfield the game was
nip and tuck until half-way
through the first period, after an
exchange of punts H. C. was held
for downs and kicked. The ball
was taken by little Red Mangene,
he took the punt, started to his
left, then, on finding himself
hemmed in, cut to the right and
with tackles being missed all over
the field, sped for the sidelines,
and behind perfect blocking, made
a spectacular 65-yard run for the
first score, 6-0.
Bill Devine was sent into the
game to kick the point and kick
the point he did, making the score
7-0.
The quarter ended with the play
around midfield.
Midway through the third period
the Model T play of the Eaglets
began to bog down and the Holy
Cross began to move and with a
big boy named Colusky and a
Swiaki dominating the play carried the ball down to the 20-yd.
line.
Then came the most intricate
and baffling play to be seen for
ages.
Everybody in the backfield
handling the ball, the play ended
with the end, Burton, throwing a
strike to the other end for the second score of the game, making
the score, 7-6. With our hearts in
our mouths we watched, breathless as the try for point was
missed. B. C. 7?H. C. 6.
Between halves we were entertained (?) by a ragged group of
musicians calling themselves "the
H. C. Student Band" and a really
efficient group from a nearby high
school which serenaded us with our
school songs. Third quarter was
featured by the driving offense of
the Holy Cross team, the defensive quality of our own men, a
leaping clutch of a pass by big
Ed Feorentino, Brennan's kicking
and Deßosa's kicking.
Most of
the play was around mid-field.
The last period really took the
prize in our books for chilly
thrills. Four times Holy Cress
(Continued on Page 7)
By
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RALLY DRAWS HUGE THRONG
The entire student body of Boston College assembled yesterday in
a rally for the Eagles' grid warriors who oppose the Tennessee Vols
football team tomorrow afternoon at Fenway Park. Paul Maguire,
Student A.A. President, conducted the proceedings with the assistance
of Ted Mulvehill, head cheer-leader.
Morro Harangues
Yesterday's pep meeting was tution might hold its home-cominghigh-lighted by the presence of rally without confusion. However,
members of the varsity football there's B.U. next week and then
team who spoke before the gather- HOLY CROSS.
ing. Captain Al Morro, outstanding right tackle, (and lecturer par
SUB TURRI DANCE AIDE
excellence on the third thesis in
ethics) thanked the students for
their support up to the present and
urged them to cheer the team
louder throughout the remaining
games on the schedule.
Other speakers on yesterday's
program were Frank Maznicki,
high-scoring halfback; Ted Williams, elusive scatback; Fred Naumetz, Junior center; and Gil
Bouley, sophomore sensation at
tackle. Father James L. McGovern, S.J., student counsellor, and
familiar figure at all of the B.C.
rallies marked the conclusion to
the ceremonies, advocating spiritual support of the team.
No Torchlight Parade
In an announcement from Paul
Maguire the students are informed
that there will be no torchlight
parade tonight as previously had
been announced. This decision was
THOMAS LANE
made in order that a brother insti-

HOW TO KEEP IN STYLUS
YOU WILL KEEP IN NOVEMBER STYLUS IF YOU:
CHECK THESE FOR NOVEMBER:
For Readers Only
If you have not read the "Autobiography Of Eric Gill", you certainly are not reading these days. Let Tom Heath tell you what you
are missing in pellucidly dissective review of a truly significant
work. Gill is the word, or to quote one bright young man: "Give your
days and nights to Gill!"
Laugh Before Breakfast
Leo Murphy's yarn for November is all about a frustrated acrobat and his unfrustrated love-life. It is a story which we snatched
out of Leo's hands in mortal fear that he'd desert to the Saturday
Evening Post. Get into Stylus with Leo and a clever story.
New Names
Keeping right in Stylus this month, with a first and, we hope,
prolonged visit, are Paul Van Wart '44 and Paul Murphy '44. Mr.
Van Wart goes Eliotish in as deft a piece of lyric nostalgia as we've
seen in moons. Paul Murphy lands smacko in November Stylus with
a snapshot of a rutted, bookkeeper who reads "Berlin Diary" and who
just persists in being rutted. Take a look at these bright young men.
see them in what they've offered, and keep in November Stylus.
For The Eye:
Photos by "Stav"; College Cameos in the Tom Von manner.
For The Ear:
Get all attuned for a lusty new "Boston" song. Charlie Manning
at the keyboard.
For The Migratory:
Joe Nolan rollicking down to Montreal, all in a Roman righteousness. It's "Weekend In Montreal", hop aboard!
For The Provocative:
The Editor goes after "The State Of Catholic College Literature".
Bring along your lunch, this thing may run far into the night.
Another Neophyte:
Joe Elliott '42 with a spiel on Irishism as it is Irish Waked out
Chelsea way. Joe jells a pungent old tradition here, read Irish
Wake and Keep Awake with the November Stylus.
Encores For November:
Jack Ross and his lyre, George MacKinnon on the "Boards",
Joe Dever and his rarefied "corn".
GET YOUR NOVEMBER STYLUS EARLY ! ! !

Notej>

In a communication received this iveek from the Office of
Ciiilian Defense in Washington, D. C, Fiorello H. LaGuardia,
U. S. director of the organization, urged cooperation of the

student body in helping to make a success of Ciiilian Defence
Week proclaimed by the President for November 11 to 16.

LaGuardia desired that special notice be taken of
Civilian Protection Day, Saturday, November 15, and therefore the HEIGHTS publishes the following insignia, that of
the Citizens' Defense Corps, in order that the students may
become better acquainted with the group and its aims.
Mr.

News of the Corps will be published in the HEIGHTS
each week, with special attention being devoted to the work
of the group and its effect on the activity of college students.

CIVILIAN DEFENSE WEEK NOV. 11-16

BOSTON COCA-COLA
BOSTON

BOTTLINgToMPANY
MASSACHUSETTS

Stostim (£all?#£
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Through the
Eagle's Eye
By BILL RILEY

As We See It
The Volunteers from the hills of Tennessee are in town with
loaded muskets ready, willing and able to renew their football feud
with our climbing Eagles. The men of Myers knocked off a tasty,
if tough, morsel of southern fried chicken last weekend and will be
on tap for another dish of the same. The now historic Sugar Bowl
classic will be replayed tomorrow at the Fenway pigskin palace.
The starring roles will go to last January's supporting cast. The stars
that shone on New Year's last have been dimmed by graduation but
the game promises to be as bitterly fought as that initial Eagle-Vol
tussle. The U-Tenns will be under the tutelage of John Barnhill,
Major Bob Neyland having been drafted. The seasonal slate of the
Vols is far from perfect. Duke and Alabam' have tripped the once
invincible Orange and White. It is no secret, however, that the Vols
are agunning for the big bird from the Heights and pointing for
tomorrow's tilt in an effort to restore their southern pride and
prestige.

NEW ENGLAND REBELS
As is usually the case with Dixie football juggernauts, the backbone is supplied by the fine offspring of first generation Yankees.
In the Volunteer camp at the present writing are four talented gentlemen, all from southern New England. Big Bill Gold, the former
Brockton bombshell is the big gun in the rebel attack. Gold, the
Nashville humming bird is the leading ball-carrier in Barnhill's grid
machine. Walter "L'il Abner" Slater from Al Morro's home town
is being billed as the 'Butler of tomorrow' by the "unbiased" Tennessee scribes. Slater ran wild against Howard last Saturday but
what does that prove? The Hubbell brothers from Bridgeport round
out the northern tinge to the Volunteer squad. Among the survivors
from the Nawlins conflict are Bill Nowling and the friend of every
B.C. man, Ike Peel. The U-Tenns will rely chiefly on their starry
young sophomores. Bob Cifers looks like the lad the Eagles will have
to watch in the Fenway clash. Bob is the back who topped Bill De
Correvont's interscholastic scoring record. Big brother Ed was very
much in the way of the Maroon backs last January first. Bob Foxx,
the All-American back who gained fame as the man whom Toz
blocked on Connolly's T.D. sprint in the bowl, has been scouting the
Myersmen of late and it looks like a rough, tough ball game with the
Rebels out to avenge the Eagle victory of a year ago.

DEACONS DOCILE?
The Maroon and Gold met up with a bit of unexpected opposition
their
last outing when the Deacons from Wake Forest came thru
on
with some first class pigskinnery. "Ptahead" Walker's charges gave
our lads a busy afternoon before that colorful official in the shirtsleeves gave out with the final toot on his much-used whistle. Polanski was billed as the big noise in the Carolinians' attack but it was
Cochrane, Perry Manieri and Horchak who cut the troublesome
southern capers. Jim Turner, Wake Forest spotter, said that these boys
did themselves "right proud." Jim also confided that Ted Williams
and the "Monk" were the equal to the best in the south. "Yes, suh,
Bawstun has a ma-tee fa-ne bawl club." In our opinion the Deacs'
Herb Cline was the star in the losing cause. Herb is a senior, playing his first year of varsity ball and in our books he is tops in the matter of end play. We thought Blalock was good but he must bow to
Cline.
Herb, incidentally, is the number one basketballer in the
southland, which accounts for his pass-snatching ability. We are not
alone in our contention that Wake Forest is the best team that the
Eagles have encountered this semester.
STAR TO DOHERTY
This week the star award must go to Eddie Doherty, the slim
Eagle quarterback. Of late the Maroons have been rolling along at a
fast clip and the credit must go to Doherty, whose ability to call the
plays has made the T pay off. As usual honorable mention to Teddy
Williams and "Monk" Maznicki for their flashy ball-toting. In the
line Rocco Canale and Gil Bouley combined to halt the Deacon running game. Charlie Furbush once more showed that he will be soon
numbered among the great Eagle wingmen. Fred Naumetz played a
bang-up game until he re-broke his troublesome thumb but it will
take more than this to sideline the Maroon center.
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EAGLES FACE TESTS
CONTEST with TENNESSEE
(Continued from Page 1;

Naumetz will anchor the Maroon
forward wall at his pivot post.
Frank Maznicki, Ted Williams,
Mike Holovak, and the boy who
looks better each week, Ed Doherty, will round out the Eagle
backfield quartet at kickoff time.
Neyland Replaced
Soft-spoken John Barnhill has
succeeded Major Neyland as Head
coach of the Vols this season, and
he has had his difficulties as many
members of last year's skyrocket
squad have departed. Men such as
Foxx, Warren, Suffridge, Molinski,
Shires, Ackerman, and Andridge
just to mention a few graduated
last June. But to supplant these
greats Barnhill has most of last
years shock troops on hand and
many super sophomores from last
year's crackerjack freshman outfit.
Al Hust and Mike Balatsario,
two glued-finger pass receivers,
who saw plenty of service in substitute roles under Neyland will
patrol the flanks for the invaders.
Big Don Edminston and larger
Len Simoneth are a pair of bonecrushing tackles who will prove
troublesome to the fleet Eagle
backs.
Agile Joe Stapleton and
Henry Noel are two excellent
watch-charm guards who provide
most of the devastating blocks on
the tricky Tennessee reverses.
Captain Ray Graves, a brilliant
line-backer bolsters the Vols' defense from his center spot.
Butler in Backfield
The Vols' backfield is dynamic
and is loaded with sensational
break-away runners. Two Sugar
Bowl starters, Ike Peel and Bill
Nowling, form the nucleus of this
group. Ike Peel clears the paths
for his mates as he operates from
the blocking position, while Bill
Nowling, the bucking back in the
Vols' set up gets that extra yard
when necessary.
Johnny "Gone
With the Wind" Butler the 165pound thunderbolt is back in harness at the tailback spot. Butler
along with a sensational soph
Bobby Cifers his stand-in invigorate the overhead game, and Jim
Swartzinger, another newcomer, is
the speedster on the reverses from
the wing back position. The Vols
have plenty of depth in the backfield.
Besides Cifers, whom
Francis Wallace tabbed as his
sophomore back of the year, Barnhill has three other soph wonders
in Brockton's Billy Gold, and
Bobby Slater, and Larry Zontini
the younger brother of the former
Notre Dame ace.
Vols Beaten Twice
Like the Myersmen the Vols
have suffered two defeats this seaAlabama and Duke vanson.
quished the Vols, but since then
the Orange and White have defeated Furman, Dayton, Cincinnati, Louisiana State, and Howard. Also like the Eagles the Vols
are on the upgrade, boasting a
current win streak of three. It
will be interesting to see which
one of these intersectional giants'
comeback attempts will be halted
tomorrow.

Probable lineups
Tennessee
Boston College
1. e., Furbush
Balatsario, r. e.
Edminston, r. t.
1. t., Bouley
1. g., Darone
Stapleton, r. g.
Graves C, c.
c, Naumetz
r. g., Canale
Noel, 1. g.
FROSH SCORE UPSET.
r. t., Morro
Simoneth, 1. t.
r. e., Zabilski
Everyone has been talking about the fine game that Tom Powers' Hust, 1. e.
Schartzinger, q. b. q. b., Doherty
team came thru with on the holiday when they tripped a great Cru1. h. b.
1. h. b., Maznicki
Butler,
sader freshman club, 7-6. Bob Mangene needed only one opening and
Peel, r. h. b.
r. h. b, Holovak
that was the ball game. Billy Devine's toe added the vital point after Nowling, f b.
f. b., Williams
and the Purple had bowed once more to the Eaglets.
The game
turned out to be a defensive tussle with the Maroon frosh continually halting the Purple scoring threats. Tom Sullivan's younger brother
PROGNOSTICATIONS
tried hard to spark an H.C. win but a sturdy Eagle line prevailed.
B.C.
Tenn.
The real hero of the Eagle victory was Tom Brennan. The former
20
7
Bernhardt
English High ace's great kicking pulled the Eaglets out of many a
Trainor
6
19
jam. Vic Palladino was outstanding in the Maroon line which rose
6
Meagher
10
up to halt the home club every time the B.C. double stripe was threat27
6
Cadigan
ened.
20
13
Pashby
Weiss
21
12
EAGLE FEATHERS
Ernie
28
13
Farry
13
7
Congrats to Coach Bob Mee
Slippery Rock and Bowling
Cronin
13
6
Green came thru again last week as was to be expected. Pappas
O'Brien
19
13
wasn't given the ball so the Dramatic Society bowed to Junior B,
21-0. Score?? Bee Cee 20, Tenn. 7.

Mee To Assist
Hockey Coach
John Kelley
Wednesday morning it was announced to this writer by Coach
John A. Kelley that Senior Bob
Mee had been appointed by the
A. A. to assist him as Coach of
Freshman Hockey. You all know
the story of how Bob was expecting to be called up by the Naval
Reserve this year, and that he
played with the Olympics last year
because he didn't expect to finish
school. Although he had to be disbarred from college hockey this
year, he has foregone a chance to
continue with the "O's" in order
that he might remain connected
with the college.
Bob is certainly qualified to fill
his job. He graduated from Arlington High as a letter-man in
hockey for three years. Then he
went to Hebron, a prep that majors in hockey and played for two
years as first-string defenseman
with Darmouth's Johnny Krol. On
this team also were John Pryor
and Ray Chaisson. Entering Boston College from Hebron, Bob
started his freshman year as a
starting player, skating almost
sixty minutes in every game.

In his sophomore year, Bob
showed signs of his future fame
in the great B. C.-Magill game.
Bob played sixty minutes of this
game and was one of the heaviest
factors in Magill's narrow margin
of victory. Last year Bob hit his
peak. He was not only the highest-scoring defenseman in the
country but he was picked as the
most outstanding player in the
East.
He was always the first
man in at every practice session
and never reported for game in
anything but top physical shape.

Coach Kelley is quite pleased
about Bob's
appointment and
plans to lean heavily on his support as this season the schedule
will be tougher and harder than
ever before. No doubt everyone
will be happy about Bob's honor
because Bob has always been as
modest and unassuming as the
lowest sub and has ever been a
gentleman on the ice and off. Bob
plans to call out the freshmen
early in December. As yet their
schedule has not been completed
but it will be announced shortly
by Mr. Curley. So success to you
Bob in your new field and we w'll
certainly miss your flashing tallies
on the Varsity this year.

Crusaders, Vols

And B.U. Study T
As the 1941 football campaign
rolls on so do the B.C. opponents.
Those still remaining in the Eagle
path to a possible third bowl bid
in a row have come through in
great style of late.
Vols in Breather
Tennessee has been claimed to be
better balanced than any other
southern team faced by the Myersmen this season. When the Vols
step on the Fenway sod tomorrow
P.M. they will have one thing uppermost in their minds, the 1941
Sugar Bowl game. Don't forget
that this fall's edition at Tennessee has the power to vindicate the
New Year's day setback. Like B.C.
they were defeated twice early in
the season but have bounced back
to roll along smoothly ever since,
also like the Heightsmen they are
under a new coach.
The only two defeats were suffered at the hands of the titanic
Duke outfit that is definitely headfor a bowl and the Crimson Tide
of Alabama. Last Saturday they
won easily over an overpowered
Howard team to the tune of 28-6.
This victory was sparked by soph
Bill Gold, a lad that will bear
watching.
On the other fronts we see that
B.U. was set back last week 13-7
by Manhattan only after giving
Herb Kopf's boys an awful scare.
The Terriers put up a great battle in defeat and cleanly outplayed
the Gothamites (if that means anything.) The intown lads, as you
know, put up their best battle of
the season against B.C. no matter
how bad or how good they have
been otherwise.
Cross Victors
Even if "Les Eagles" do get by
the aforementioned two teams this
season will be far from ended. It
seems that there is a team in Worcester that has a lot to say about
the Maroon fortunes each season.
Holy Cross is another team that
points to the B.C. game and this
year again they are doing some
pretty potent pointing.
The Crusaders have lost only
two this semester, those being to
Syracuse and a power laden Mississippi club led by those two H's
of the fall pastime, namely Merle
Hapes and Junie Hovious.
The Cross has improved by leaps
and bounds since then and the latest report has it that they completely obliterated Brown last Saturday 13-0. The score means nothing, Brown's net yardage was a
tremendous minus 71 while the
Purple walked all over the field.

Knee Injury Finally Gone
Woronicz Eager to Face Vols
Brockton, Mass., the source of
many Eagle football greats has
one more native son to be proud
of. This son is none other than
Henry Woronicz the six-one twohundred pound end of the present
Maroon and Gold eleven. Henry
starred for three years at Brockton high and then proceeded to St.
Phillips where he garnered a little
more experience in gathering in
the pigskin. Woronicz has enjoyed
the unique experience of playing
under four different coaches at the
Heights. When he was a freshman he performed for Ted Daley,
and during his three years on the
Varsity he has seen service under
Dobie, Leahy and Myers. He has
been a regular starting end ever
since he stepped up on the Varsity. He is one of the few remaining
veterans of both the Cotton and
Sugar Bowl games. In the Sugar
Bowl he blocked a Tennessee kick
for the first time in seven years.
This block resulted in a touchdown
for B.C. scored by Mickey Connolly.
Dogged by Injuries
Henry has always been a steady
and reliable player, not of the brilliant but erratic type. He can always be counted on when the going is hardest and this is what has

made him so valuable to the team.
This season he has been dogged
by injuries which would have discouraged a less determined player but Henry went quietly on, learning the plays so that when he got
back into uniform there was no delay on his account. In the Tulane
game Henry hurt his knee badly
and was out until the Wake Forest affray. In this game he played
a hard fast game and seemed to
be completely over his knee injury.

Bolsters Line
Woronicz is a senior this year
and hopes to get a good parting
crack at the Tennessee Vols tomorrow at Fenway. It is a good
bet that there will be a lot of
passes floating over the Tennessee
territory Saturday with Henry on
the receiving end and if last Saturday was any criterion, most of
those passes will be completed unless they cut the hands and legs
from Hank.
"The Vermont Cynic" of the
University of Vermont is publishing a series of personal interviews
with the outstanding members of
the faculty to acquaint the student body to a greater extent with
their teachers and counsellors.
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EAGLES HALT DEACS
"Johnny Reb"

JOHNNY BUTLER

KNEE INJURY MAY
BENCH STRUMSKI
Loss of Senior
Tackle Serious
There was a thorn in last Saturday's victory over the Deacons
when Doc Godvin, team physician,
announced that Leo Strumski will
be sidelined again due to a recurrence of an old knee injury. This
setback comes as a heavy blow to
Leo who this year has really found
himself and has become a capable
understudy to Captain Al Morro.

The injury jinx has haunted Leo
ever since he came to the Heights.
Time and time again Leo proved
himself to be varsity material
only to be denied of his big chance

by "old man misfortune." Leo is
a native of Canton where he won
distinction from all-scholastic selectors for his brilliant all-around
play. Leo along with his brother
now at New Hampshire University performed a brother act and
were the stalwarts in the Canton
forward wall.

that kept Leo in obscurity during
the greater part of the year.
On September 1, this year, the
blonde Cantonite reported again,
his knee at last healed, eager for
his last crack at the varsity. The
tackle material was wealthy this
\ear with Morro, Levaniatis, Bouley and Sisti on hand. Strumski
displayed that he had the finesse
by being assigned understudy to
Al Morro.
It began to look as if Leo's
chance had come at last, when he
started to relieve Al Morro regularly and become a fixture in the
shock troop line. Ever since the
Manhattan tussle Leo has been
seeing plenty of service as the
weeks progressed. Last Saturday,
though, the knee jinx returned and
once again sidelined the popular
tackle for an indefinite period.
Although he won't face the Vols,
there are hopes that he will be
in shape for the B. U. and Holy
Cross conflicts. Everybody is hoping that this smiling senior will
be able to play and thus round out
his collegiate career in action.

W

S/Fv

However, fate stepped in and injuries put Leo out of the limelight and prevented him from
cashing in on his ability. When
Leo returned to action last year,
he found the tackle positions held
down by veterans Manzo, Morro,
and Yauckoes who had acquired
invaluable experience while Leo
sat on the sidelines nursing his
knee injury. It was this lack of
seasoning and a questionable knee

Doherty Sparks
B. C. to Victory
Eat, drink and be merry; the
Eagles have won again How did
they do it? Put eleven husky men
on the field; bind them with a
thread of spirit, and blow the
whistle. That's the answer to last
Saturday's sweeping victory over
the South's Wake Forest. The
Maroon and Gold had perfection
in every department, making it
difficult to select any "firsts".
Maznicki (he was terrific), Williams, Holovak and Kissel] outplayed the Deacon's backfield in
eating up the ground the hard
way, although Horchak and "Red"
Cochran played impressive football for W. F. With the smart
quarterbacking of Doherty, who
out-slung Cochran of the wobbly
passes, the B. C. team rolled up
the final count, 26-6, which must
have looked very impressive way
down in Tennessee
The first quarter found our
Eagles slowly gathering momentum, but they did not put 6 points
on the board until the closing moments of the first half, when a
sweet, soaring pigskin left Doherty's finger-tips bound for Charlie Furbush in the end zone. On
the try, "Monk" dug his toes into
pigskin, leaving nothing for Monday morning discussion. The score
was Boston College 7, Wake Forest no soap! Here, at the half,
the Eagles had the mental edge,
which means much in any battle.
Two well-matched teams left the
field at the whistle.
Kissell Scores
The second half was little related to the first in the doings of
the B. C. squad. "Monk" took the
kick-off and ran it up to the 25.
On the first play from scrimmage,
Maznicki took it again, slicing off
tackle for ?52 yards! In two successive plays, Big Mike hit the
line for 3, and Teddy Williams
took a lateral from Doherty to
streak around left end, burning up
20 yards and raising the score to
14, with the second Maznicki conversion. Later in the period, Wake
Forest flashed a sparkling passingattack which brought them to the
B. C. 20. At this point the Eagle
line stiffened and stopped 'em

cold!

By ed

McCarthy

Year in and year out football seasons seem to run to a definite
pattern. One Saturday can be designated as a form day when everything runs smoothly, set-ups behave as they should, and long shot
players weep bitter tears. Another will turn up rainy and those
team employing flashy attacks will find themselves at the mercy of
the power clubs. Then the inevitable day arrives when the underdog asserts himself, form is thrown into the discard, and the annual
unbeatable team makes the experts swallow their superlatives. Last
Saturday was such a day. Texas and Fordham. it was said, had
merely to play out the string to step into one of the New Year's day
Bowls. Baylor and Pitt had apparently not read the script, however,
and upset the dope by spoiling the clean slates of these so-called
super teams . Both were under-dogs in the true sense of the word.
Baylor had been defeated by none-too-potent Villanova, and Pitt had
never tasted victory until the Rams succumbed last Saturday. Thus
the "un- and un-" list is narrowed down to four members: Texas
A. & M., Duquesne, Minnesota, and Duke. Of the four the Aggies
and Duquesne have the hardest task. A. & M. must hurdle Rice,
Texas, and Washington State, while Duquesne has only to defeat
once-tied Mississippi State.
Well, we see that the Eagles are really in the thick of the fight
for the Lambert Trophy once more. The silver cup that rested all last
year in that case opposite the Dean's office may once again repose in
the same spot if the Myersmen can maintain their terrific pace. As
the Heights went to press the Eagles were tied for third place in the
standing, just a step behind the leaders. Duquesne is placed first with
a .961 rating, Navy second with .957, and B.C. and Fordham tied at
.956. Pitt and Harvard after superb games last week are rated close

behind.
This department regrets that its clientele was disappointed by
the mediocre efforts of the crystal ball last week. A .750 average is
decidedly below the standard of the spherical prognosticator but we
must confess that it was not sufficiently warmed up before being
sent into action. One big mistake was in reading too many recruiting posters. They had us convinced that the Army and Navy were
invincible. Well, let's try it again.
Boston College Tennessee
The Vols should be rested after last week's breather but we'll
take the Eagles in a repetition of the Sugar Bowl thriller 20 to 13.
Notre Dame?Northwestern
Mr. Bertilli is a dangerous man to bet against. He tossed for 207
yards last week. We've learned our lesson. Notre Dame.
?

Army?Penn

The Navy rebounded from the Harvard debacle to defeat Penn
but Army took too much of a physical beating to do the same.
We'll pick Bert Stiff and Company.
Mississippi State?Duquesne
This is the Dukes' last game. They've done a great job but the
Staters will be just too tough.

Dartmouth?Cornell
The Indians have staged a comeback after the William and Mary
accident and should take the Ithacans without benefit of movies.
(Remember the fifth down?)

Colgate?Syracuse
The "Y" formation took a beating from Penn State last week and
we think that Colgate can repeat.

Princeton?Yale
The Ivy League cellar-dwellers will fight it out with Princeton
and Bob Perina on top.
Temple?Michigan State
The Owls should duplicate last year's close win.

B C -WAKE FOREST
26

First Downs
Yards Rushing
Yards Passing
Passes Attempted
Passes Completed
Passes Interc. by

INDIVIDUAL
Carr.
Yds.
10
55
16
111
8
86
7
25
1
7

Holovak
Williams

Maznicki
Kissell
Connolly

PASSING
Att.

Doherty

6
15

16
235
126
8
6
3
11
85
36

The third touchdown march maPenalties
terialized after a Cochran fumble. Yards Penalized
Featuring Doherty passes to Fur- Ave. Dist. Kicks
bush and Holovak, the T really
capitalized; the first fling went to
Holovak for 22 long yards, followed up by a ten-yard toss to
Charlie which sent the Eagles well
on their way. A moment later,
Doherty chucked another one to
Mike which hit the target, but
due to interference it wasn't
caught but counted on the Deacon's 8-yd. line. On one of the hardest runs of the game, Butch Kissell made up the difference by
dodging, twisting and plunging
his way to the double stripe. The
score climbed up to 20 for B. C.
still trying for Wake Forest! The
close of the third period found the
Southerners headed for a touchdown in four plays. Horchak, one
of W. F.'s better carriers, ran a
B. C. punt back 45 yards, featuring one of the best exhibitions of
interference shown at Fenway this
season. The following play was a
completed pass from Cochran to
Perry to end the quarter, placing
the South in the North, prompting
many "my-mys?and tsk-tsk's".
On the first play of the beginning of the end, Johnny Pruitt,
substituting for Cochran, took the
ball on a fake pass, zipping round
the end up to the B. C. 8 for a
"\u25a0am of 22 yards.
Horchak took
the ball over to keep the whitewash in the bucket, making the
"ount 20-6. When the Deacons
threatened again, the "Monk" intercepted on his own 15. In possession of the ball, the Eagle
soared with a Williams' 25-yard
iaunt, a Furbush recovery of a
Cochran fumble and a hard lesson
in plunging by Mike Holovak. The
latter was the pay-off, making the
score final at 26-6.

W.F.

B.C.

Score

8

Ave.
5.5
7.0

1
1
0
1

32
0
0
2
0

0

Compl.
6

12
1
5
45

P.A.

Tds.

10.6
3.9
7.0

119
147
29

0

T.P.
6
6
2
6
0

Yds.

Ave.

126

.750

KICKING
Kicks

Doherty
Boudreau

Yds.
242
59

6
2

B.C.

Ave.
38.7
30.0

Opp.

?

Freshman Star
Coming to the Heights with such
The Eminent Young
greats as O'Rourke, Toczylowsk', ZMfty
' Jzs
Composer
Kerr and Goodreault, Leo won a
RAYMOND SCOTT
starting berth on one of the most
highly publicized freshman teams
M
His Orchestra and The
in Eagle history.
Competing
Quintet
against Manzo, Yauckoes, and
Will Present a Novel
Mahon was no easy task, but Leo
proved capable and was tabbed by
Gil Dobie as one of the best tackw In addition to their regles he has ever seen. When scribes
S ular program of dance
that year began to make predic- \u25a0
music from 7 P. M. to
HM
of
future
for
this
tions
greatness
closing.
yearling outfit, they included Leo |B
as a cinch to take over the tackle

slot.

Collegiate Roundup

SEASONAL STATISTICS
Score

195
91
1595

First Downs
Yards Rushing
Yards
Passes
Passes
Passes

Passing
Attempted
Completed
Interc. by

72
63
580
650
144

625
78
33
18
63
419
37.7

Penalties
Yards Penalized
Ave. Dist. Kicks

53
10
33
288

33.8

INDIVIDUAL
Holovak

Williams
Maznicki
Kissell
Connolly
Doherty

Carr.
80
89
32
46
30
22

Yds.
388
474
236
268
46
-18

PASSING

Doherty

Boudreau
Connolly

Doherty
Connolly
Holovak

Boudreau

Att.
30
18
31
KICKING

Ave.
4.9
5.3
7.4
4.1

1.6
-.8

Compl.
16
8
11

Tds.
5
5
3
4
0
0

P.A.
1
0
12
1
3
0

Yds.
308
154
183

Kicks
15
15
12
3

Yds.
554
549
480
94

T.P.
31
30
33

29
0
0
Ave.
.528

.440
.355
Ave.
37.0

36.6
40.0
31.3
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Gene, and "Muzz" Patrick of N.Y. a soldier's tour is conducted to all

student in

N.Y., Vermont, Maine and Mass.
The colleges represented are St.
John's, Fordham, Georgetown, Holy
Cross, Syracuse, N.Y.U. and many

with its Service Club, Camp Headquarters, and Post Office all on the others.,
summit of the highest hill overMet Irish Gridders
looking all the other buildings
J. Vincent Smyth made the trip
taper off from these.
to Atlanta to see the battle be80,000 soldiers are quartered in tween Georgia Tech-Notre Dame.
the camp and are divided up into Here he met Angelo Bertelli, Sophstar, who along with his
17 battalions, of which 15 are rifle omore
wished our Boston Colteammates
companies. A battalion consists of
lege warriors all the luck in the
4 companies. Each company is divided into 4 platoons and these in world for the future. In Atlanta
turn are divided up into 4 squads.
The Ist and 2nd battalions of
which our correspondent is a member are known as the "Heavy
Weapons" units, the basic weapons
being the .30 calibre machine gun,
the .50 calibre machine gun and
the 81 m.m. mortar. During the 13
weeks "basic training'' period the
average selectee spends 8 weeks on
the .30 calibre gun, 4 on the .50
calibre gun and 1 week on the .81
mm. mortar.

The scope of our circulation was
realized the other day, when we
reviewed a very interesting letter
from Pvt. J. Vincent Smyth, Co.
8., Ist. Batt., Ist Platoon, U. S.
Army, who is one of Uncle Sam's
selectees who would have been
graduated in 1942 had he not answered his country's call.
Vincent informed us that he
read in the "Heights" the offer to
all undergraduates in the Service
to write and relate something of
interest in the army life.
From the context of the letter
we gleaned these facts for your
broader military culture.

Camp Pride of South
Camp Wheeler, where "Vin" is

located, is said to be the finest in
all the south. It is located approximately 1300 miles from Boston;
100 miles from Atlanta, capital of
Ga.; 200 miles from Savannah; and

the surrounding- points of interest.
The "Home of the Coca-Cola"
(free plug') the "Cyclorama" the
huge Atlanta airport, Stone Mt.
often called the 9th wonder of the
world, with a base 7 miles in circumference, all of solid stone and
lastly the Federal Penitentiary,
which makes the proud boast "Al
Capone Slept Here."
With this paragraph the letter
from one who was a student last
year, but a soldier, this year, came
to a close, not without a last request for the "Heights" to be sent
to him every week.

UNDERGRADUATES INTERESTED
IN JOINING THE
BUSINESS STAFF REPORT
TO AL P ASH BY AT THE
HEIGHTS OFFICE, MONDAY,
NOV. 17, AT 1:30 P.M.
FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES WHO WANT TO
JOIN THE CIRCULATION
STAFF
REPORT
TO
ED
WEISS AT THE HEIGHTS
OFFICE FRIDAY, FROM 1:30
TO 3 P.M.

!

Rangers' fame.
In Co. B. there are men from

After this training the now
trained soldier is shipped tc a
100 miles from neighboring Floriwhere he continues
da. As yet, nobody has figured "combat unit"
his training and is available for the
out how far it is from Hitler.
"duration".
The nearest town Macon, exArmy Life Enjoyable
emplifies the spirit of southern
life is found to be very enArmy
hospitality. The populace really
goes out of its way to make things joyable by our reporter. The aras pleasant as possible. In St. Jo- rangement of work and division of
seph's, the Jesuit church, there is recreation are particularly enjoyable. An average day begins at 5:30
an active U.S.O. club with baseclubhouse
and
in
addition
ment
to A.M. and ends for the tired soldier
this the Sodality tenders a weekly at 5:00 P.M. Last week the temperature took a dive from 80 to 45,
affair to the soldiers.
which made the fellows from "up
nawth"
feel right at home.
Suitable Quarters

Camp Wheeler, our correspondAmong the celebrities present
informs
is
well
us,
laid
out
are
Benny Goodman's brother,
ent

HOW DOES IT FEEL to dive straight down from several miles up? Bill Ward
knows. He's the test pilot who put this amazing new Curtiss dive bomber
through her paces for the Navy. That's Bill {in the picture at the left, above}
smoking his {and the Navy man's} favorite cigarette. He'll tell you?

The smoke of slower-burning

WF

contains

"YOUR EARS CRACKLE and pop. You think," says Bill Ward, "the whole
world's trying to squeeze the daylights out of you. You think maybe it
has, if things go a little foggy or dark when you're pulling out of your
dive."After a ride like that, a cool, flavorful Camel tastes mighty welcome.
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than the average of the 4 other
largest-selling cigarettes tested?less than
any of them ?according to independent
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laboratory

showing less nicotine in the smoke of
Camels only go to prove what I've
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Light up a Camel yourself. You'll
know in the first few flavorful puffs
with
why, with men in the service
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the millions behind them...it's Camels.

cigarette with
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Navy,
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Marquette Will

Second
Balcony
By

PAUL COLEMAN

THEATRE GUILD NEWS
When the Theatre Guild announced the sale of subscriptions
for the present season, the six plays which were advertised were:
(1) "Candle in the Wind"?which has come and gone leaving no
notable effect on the entertainment world; (2) "Arsenic and Old
Lace"' ?which is still winning praises from countless audiences;
(3) "Claudia" ?a
comedy by Rose Franken; (4) "The Corn Is
Green"?starring Ethel Barrymore; (5) "Watch on the Rhine"?
Lillian (The Little Foxes) Hellman's critic-award drama of last
season; and (6) An unnamed comedy by Philip Barry, to star Kath-

erine Hepburn. Although it was not guaranteed that all of these
productions would be subscription plays, it was understood that in
all probability there would be no change. The Theatre Guild did,
however, guarantee that of the six subscription plays, at least four
would be proven successes. These four would be?"Arsenic and
Old Lace", "Claudia", "Watch no the Rhine", and "The Corn Is
Green" all of which had successful New York runs last year. Last
week the GUILD announced that a new play "Papa Is All" by Patterson Greene would open in Boston at the Wilbur Theatre on Nov.
24 as the third subscription play of the season. Evidently, the Philip
Barry Comedy will not be seen here, or if it is, not for subscription
rates.
SWING AT ITS BEST
If you like your cornets hot and your trombones smooth, then
the picture for you is "The Birth of the Blues", (the meter in the

Debate Tech
On 'Union Now'

7

EXCHANGES
By Joe Boothroyd
Because some of the students at
the University of Detroit complained of the way in which "The
Varsity News" of that university
was being- run, that publication is
sponsoring a "What I Don't Like
About the Varsity News and What
I'd Do About it if I were Editor"
contest. The winner will receive
free tickets to the Sophomore
Snowball, the Frosh Frolic and
the Junior Prom.

On Nov. 6th, the Marquette Debating Society held another of its
weekly sessions in the Tower
Building under the direction of its
president, Robert Lee. There were
about 50 members present at this
meeting.
Tech Debate
The Marquette, represented by
Philip Willet and Brendan Coffey,
two Freshmen, will debate M.I.T.
in Tech's Walker Memorial BuildThe University of San Francisco
ing. The date set for this meeting
is November 18, at 5 P.M. The de- College Players presented the
bate is restricted to members of west-coast premiere of "George
Washington Slept Here" on Nothe Freshman group of the Marvember 4, 5 and 6.
quette.
"Union Now"?
The topic for this debate will be:
Alex Kamiske, a Polish student
"Resolved: That the United States and Freshman at Loyola Univershould enter into a permanent sity of Los Angeles, California, is
union with Great Britain." In prep- writing a series of exclusive araration for this coming debate with
M.I.T. the freshmen here in the
junior debating society held a pracNOTICE
tice debate among themselves. The
topic for their private debate was:
ALL STUDENTS ARE IN"Resolved: that Eire should lease
VITED TO CONTRIBUTE TO
Erin naval bases to the United
THE HOLY CROSS EDITION
States." Those upholding the negaOF THE HEIGHTS. NEWS
tive were victorious.
FEATURES,
ARTICLES,
Debates, for both Freshmen and
POEMS ARE WANTED.TYPESophomores, are being arranged,
WRITTEN COPY PREFERRED.
so members, both present and probLEAVE COPY AT OFFICE ON
able, who haven't as yet put in an
LIGGETT ESTATE.
appearance should do so at the
next meeting.

Letters to the Editor

tides dealing with the fall of Poland and some of his experiences
in his escape from Poland to the
United States in the "Loyolan."
Kamishke has only been in this
country a few months and gives
a different first-hand, uncensored
version of the Polish side of World
War 11.
First Frosh: (in the library)
"What are you looking for?"
Second F'rosh: "Adam Bede."
First Frosh: "Maybe it rolled
under this table."

MARSHBANK MUSES
(Continued from Page 1)

must do to win the valuable award,
is to write the choice bit on a piece
of white paper. Then he must enclose ten cents in coin or stamps
(to cover return postage.) Before
mailing- to the HEIGHTS office
there are three restrictions on the
contest. 1) The envelope must contain a copy of the HEIGHTS or a
reasonably close facsimile (which
is Arabian for the STYLUS.) 2)
The contestant must also enclose
the top of the Tower building-, torn
off on the dotted lines.) 3) The
contestant must be proven to be
sane, and not a member of the
HEIGHTS staff.) (No employees
of the HEIGHTS, nor the members of their families may participate.) These are the only restrictions and rules.
Prizes Listed
The first prize will be a year's
subscription to the HEIGHTS and
a permit to enter the sanctum
sanctorum, the HEIGHTS office.
(No cameras will be allowed on
said premises because they are engaged in a defense prog-ram and
are on the priorities list.) The second prize: a lithograph pass to the
Tremont and a wrapper from a
stick of Beechnut.
All will realize the tremendous
expense which the HEIGHTS must
carry to offer this award and it is
expected that each and every student will do his part to assure success to the undertaking.
Gentlemen, the exit is on the
right. Step down!

November 10, 1941.
above line is unintended). This picture has some swell old songs.
Dear Mr. Editor:
'?Cuddle Up A Little Closer", "Wait Till the Sun Shines, Nellie" and
Perhaps I have been laboring under a delusion; but I believe that
"My Melancholy Baby" are but a few. A colored singer, Ruby Elzy, the policy of the HEIGHTS has been stated to the effect that it, as a
does a terrific job on "St. Louis Blues". I have never nor could I student publication, would reflect the opinion of the student body and
not form it. If this be the case, then I refer you to last week's article
hope to hear it sung better. Bing Crosby is at his best in "Melanconcerning the Physics Seminar.
choly Baby". The one new song, Johnny Mercers "The Waiter and
Now I believe that we in the Sciences, as well as any here at 8.C.,
the Porter and the Upstairs Maid" is handled royally by Crosby,
fun and ridicule
in its proper place. Although the article
enjoy
can
Mary Martin, and Jack Teagarden. Incidentally, it is Teagarden's may not have been intended to ridicule the Seminar and its author, the
orchestra, long famous for its blues, that is heard in the picture.
fact remains that it did.
There could have been many reasons for such ridicule. Here I shall
SCHUBERT IS CO-FEATURED
enumerate the two most logical and obvious: first, the reporter does not
If, on the other hand, you do not like swing, but prefer classical understand the purpose of these weekly Seminar meetings, second, that
music, you are sure to be satisfied by "New Wine", the co-feature he failed to grasp the significance of that particular exposition. The
at the Paramount and Fenway last week- "New Wine" deals with first of these reasons is inexcusable, for the purpose was clearly defined in a previous article. As for the second and the more probable
the life and music of Franz Schubert. "Ave Maria" and the "Unfinreason, a failure to understand is no sanction for ridicule.
ished Symphony" are the highlights in the picture.
If these Seminars are to be represented in the HEIGHTS as abBy the way, the feature attraction with "New Wine" was surdly comical meetings of "mad Scientists", then we members would EAGLETS DOWN HOYAS
(Continued from Page 3)
'International Squadron", which is so full of propaganda that it prefer not to be mentioned within its columns. Better no representation than misrepresentation.
with ill her backfield men carryhonestly makes you want to leave the theatre and give your all for
Sincerely,
ing the ball drove and smashed
would
think
that
would
Hollywood
dear, old Britain. Wot ho! You
PHILIP GILL.
down
the field to within our five(as
it)
and produce more
lay off this sort of entertainment
they call
yard line, and four times they
pictures that would really entertain the average American during
Editor's Note:?Although the writer presents his complaint clear- were driven back by the Eaglet's
these times.
ly and forcefully, it is not quite logical. He mentions only two alter- stalwai-t line. Featuring this line
STAGE HIT CO-FEATURED
natives, admits the possibility of more, but draws a conclusion from play were Palladino and Kulis.
The game ended with Holy Cross
two, namely that we ridiculed and unjustly so, the Physics Semithese
But to get back to the subject of co-features, the one at Loew's
No such intentions existed either when this article was written or still threatening, and the Boston
this week is really something that you should go out of your way nar.
College string of victories was innow. The tone was light humor but not satire as any sophomore can
to see. "Ladies in Retirement" is not what you would call a pleasant
tact for the sixth successive year.
testify. The writer himself states that the purpose of the Seminar was
From what we saw down there,
picture; but it is powerful. It is adapted from the stage play which
"clearly defined in a previous article" proves that the editors of the Mr. Myers will have
no dearth of
starred Flora Robson. In the screen version Ida Lupino, who is HEIGHTS have no grievance with the Physicists.
experienced and capable material
"moving in" on the territory of unsympathetic roles, long cornered
for next year. From Rubak to
Feorentino on the ends and Killela,
by Bette Davis, plays the lead very effectively. Louis Hayward is Sir:
Brennan, Burns, Deßosa and Manone
of
the
most
circumorutionary
approach,
pressmay
If
I
omit
a
the unscrupulous nephew, and Evelyn Keyes makes herself noticed
gini all of whom starred in the
ing problems concerning extra-curricular activities has been intraas the kitchen wench.
backfield,
the future looks bright.
mural sports. Here at Boston College we have splendid teams, repreSTAGE SHOWS AT MET
senting the college in football, baseball, etc. Fine, excellent. However,
these
activities accommodate comparatively few students, while a very
Starting today the Met returns to its policy of a few years ago
great majority are more or less compelled to assume the role of specwhen Xavier Cugat takes over the Met stage. With Cugat in the cast
tator.
of his Camel show, including Miguelito Valdez, Nina Romay and
There are students whose ability falls short of varsity standards
Carmen Castilio. The stage shows are not planned for every week, but which is still worthy of competition. Many students would like to
but only when it is possible for the management to obtain a head- participate in extra-curricular activities, but have no outlet for this
line show.
desire in athletics. True, there are non-athletic activities but not all
interested in debating, dramatics, journalism, etc. Again, there are
are
WORLD PREMIERE FOR LOEW'S
who find non-athletic activities inadequate. Thus we seem to get
some
On Thursday, Dec. 4 the movie version of John P. Marquand's
a "mens sana in corpare sano" in very few.
best-seller novel, "H. M. Pulham Esq." will have its world premiere
Much is said, but little is done about it. Students will complain
at Loew's State and Orpheum. Robert Young will play the role of about the lack of equipment, or the lack of space, or this, or that, but
Pulham, Ruth Hussey will play Pulham's wife, and Hedy Lamarr their complaints are not presented to the proper persons, nor by the
will be seen as Marvin, a typical American career woman. Provided proper persons. There are student representatives whose functions is
the picture leaves out certain Freudian tendencies, found in the to be the mouth-piece of the student body; they should organize and
communicate their request, specifically this one of intra-mural sports,
book, it ought to be well worth seeing.
and attempt to effect some response or mediation.
MINUTE REVIEWS
Intra-mural sports would provide an excellent substitute for a
much
needed program of physical education whose initiation has been
"You Belong To Me" (Barbara Stanwyck-Henry Fonda) one
obstructed by the lack of a gymnasium and accompanying facilities.
TEA DANCE, Saturdays, 5 to 6 P.M.
of the poorest attempts at comedy yet to come out of Hollywood.
As for time, there are many afternoons available to all, or nearly all,
2000 large, comfortable outside
"Texas" (William Holden-Claire Trevor-Glen Ford) good if you
rooms, all with private bath.
students for the development of "corpare sano."
like westerns.
SPECIAL STUDENTS' RATES
If I am assuming facilities which are non-existent, then I would
not
these
not,
be
if
then
utilize
facilities?
enlightened;
why
"It Started With Eve" (Deanna Durbin-Charles Laughton)
Mere wishful thinking cannot effect an end; actual measures must
Durbin at her best?but topped by Laughton.
be adopted. A lone hand is less effectual than many hands. Let the
Martin Sweeny, Pre»ident
"Weekend In Havana"(Carmen Miranda-John Payne-Alice Faye) student body organize.
the same as all the other Twentieth Century-Fox musicals.
?"El Toro"
...
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TOWER
TO
TOWN
by DICK KEATING
Tonight will see no stream of cars zooming down Commonwealth Avenue filled with happy students carrying torches and
straining the 'ol vocal chords for alma mammy, for B.U. will take
over Boston for the night; but rumor has it that the B.C. club of
Cambridge is holding a rally and smoker at the Continental Hotel.
Last year this same club played host to the students and alumni on
the night before the Georgetown game and came up with some right
fine entertainment. Plans for this evening therefore include a windup at the Continental where you'll meet Mayor Tobin, Coach John
Kelly of the hockey team, all of the local sports writers and yours
truly. Tomorrow evening promises bigger and better things for the
social set. The A. A. is running another of its dances after the game
at the Georgian Room of the Statler. Cal Cabot is supplying the
down-beat for dancing. The floor space here is larger than that of
the ballroom at the Kenmore so a capacity crowd will be in order.
WAS YOU THERE JACKSON
Emmanuel College located in the Fenway, drew an amazing
number of the boys from the Heights to her Tea Dance at the Copley
Plaza last Tuesday. Struggling through a capacity crowd, we spotted
John Kelly, Hugh Harkins, Brian Sullivan, Dick Callahan, Bob
Lacy, Tom Hinchey, Martin Hansberry, Dan Barrett and even a few
of the grads, Paul McGrath and Eddie McDonald. The tea was cold
and Ray Stewartson, who supplied the harmony, was a mite off key
but considered all in all the Freshmen really did right by our boys.
Splitting up after the afternoon services the men showed up
later at Totem Pole, Mansion Inn, Steubens and Casa Manana. That
same P.M. our Freshmen took over Mt. St. James to the tune of 7-6.
In the fight for the goal posts one of our boys single handed tore
down the southern posts while the crowds were occupied at the
other end of the field.
OVER THE WEEK END
Last Friday night a few of the locals appeared at a record hop
in Waban. Jack Murphy, Tom Patten, Jack Lawler, Paul Carlin,
Ted Mulvehill, Jim O'Neill, Bill Dunn, Ted Bernhardt, Max Flanagan, Josh Gannon and Jack Heffernan, all graced the affair and not
a few of these ended up in town walking the streets watching the
brawls in the night spots. Saturday found a group of the men at
Tally Ho in Dedham. Charlie Price, Ray Chaisson, Austin McNamara and Paul Maguire helped fill the place. Austin McNamara's
escort tried to make the dead-pan waiter smile, without success.
SAVIN' MYSELF FOR YOU
The Holy Cross victory dance is not too far away and Jim Stanton, President of Senior, announces that Paul Maguire will be chairman for the evening. Included on the committee are Al Morro, Tom
Lane, Fran Doherty, Frank Dever, Josh Gannon, Buck Harris, Henry
Woronicz, Tom Flanagan, Bill Riley, Gene McGillicuddy, and Gerry
Armitage. Our old friend Bert Edwards will be back on the band
stand. This was the outfit that did so well at the Clemson dance.
The Grand Ballroom of the Statler will be waxed for the dancing
feet of all you happy morons.

IN THE MORNING MAIL
It's nice to hear from some of the boys called away from campus
as Ensigns in the Navy. John Kelly writes from Portland that he
has a holiday on board ship every time the Eagles pin the short end
of the score on a southern team. John reports that many of his fellow officers are from below the Dixon Line so he's hoping that tomorrow's game is a repeat of the Bowl game last January. Word
comes from Ned Martin out in Seattle that the girls at Washington
U. are treating him nicely and with due respect as befits the rank
of an officer. Ned's ship goes out into the harbor at nine in the morning and returns at three in the afternoon, which gives him plenty
of time for extra curricular activities. We haven't heard from Bill
Connelly or Dick McMorrow but Tom Kelty has been at most of
the football games even at the cost of flying up from New Orleans.
JUST AMONGST OURSELVES
a come-back here on the Heights.
teamed up to whale the Junior
Frank Douglas, Eddie Dever and
while Eddie Maloney, and Jack
Manning gave their all for a winning team. Last Tuesday morning
the Dramatic Society suffered its first set-back of the season at the
hands of John Battles and his gang from Junior B. Connie Pappas,
Frank Sidlauskas, Jack Ward, Bob Lacy, Joe Murphy and Paul Good
played hard to no avail. The Dramatic club even boasted Ed "Moe"
Myers as coach but the boys just didn't follow
instructions.

Intermural sports are staging
Last week the Junior Pre-Meds
A.B.'s. Art Kennedy, Joe Hanley,
Jim Canty starred for the A.B.'s

UP FROM TIN PAN ALLEY
We see by the papers that Ted Mulvehill has dreamed up a
new college song called "For the Glory of 8.C." which should be
a part of the official college songs. Mr. Marier who frowned on the
song might be surprised to know that most of those who have listened to the tune like it very much. Ted also claims the authorship
of a pretty number which he calls "Can It Be True?" We think it
has promise of making the hit parade and we're going to try to have
it played at the Holy Cross dance.

PARLEE VOO FRANCAY?
A few of our talented members are cast in a French Play down
at Emmanuel. Ed Weiss plays the part of the stage manager and
Larry Cetrone, John De Costa, and Charlie Toole appear at various
intervals on the stage giving out with a French accent. The name
of the play is "L'Annonce Fait a Marie" by Claudel. The date is sometime in December. So grab your French trot, and hustle on down.
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IT'S CHESTERFIELD FOR A MILDER COOLER SMOKE

ties would benefit such functions
without degrading them.
(Continued from Page 2)
After all, movements of quesmeeting of the Sodality, or a mam- tionable importance magnify themmoth display of fireworks to bring selves simply through relying on
people to evening church devo- this popular tendency. We have
tions, but we do feel that a bit of something substantial to express.
judicious catering to public frail- Certainly we would be more sure
of success were we also to utilize
public enthusiasm.

Copyright 1941, Liccett

& Myers

Tobacco Co.

JUNIORS SELECT WALSH
(Continued from Page 1)

fifty votes. The largest number of
votes was polled by Francis Conroy, the only candidate on the
ballot for the office of Vice-President, whose election was unanimous. Joseph Murphy was given a
plurality of seventy votes for the
office of Treasurer, while James
Readers interested in placing
Georgian Scene of Dance
O'Donohoe and Thomas Kennedy
were elected with pluralities of
classified ads in the HEIGHTS
(Continued from Page 1)
over one hundred votes. In the
contact Al Pashby at the office
(Nov. 15) promises to be bigger race
for the Office of Junior Prom
for information on rates.
and better than the previous two.
Chairman, Edmund Lyons defeated
Cal Cabot, of college dance- his opponent handily, emerging the
fame, has been engaged for this victor by over one hundred votes.
post-game promenade. Harvard,
MICHELSONS
Smith, Williams, and Brown stuHelps Students
dents have danced to the music of
SAMUEL NARCUS
in preparing and editing
Cal Cabot and his popular orchesStationer
tra.
essays, term papers,
Trinity, Connecticut, and
those who have had the pleasure
92 Washington St.
230 Washington St.
theses, etc.
BOSTON
Expert
Reasonable of attending either Dartmouth or
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
NOTEBOOKS
Vassar Winter Carnivals have also
Wlckersham 2-6786
Pen & Pencil SETS
TYPEWRITERS
the
airs
of
this
Cal
enjoyed
same
420 Madison Avenue, N. Y.
Cabot.

